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HEADMASTER NOTES
We Stand on the Shoulders of
the Giants Who Precede Us
By Dr. Joyce Burick Swarzman, Headmaster and
Ms. Pam Ripple, Associate Headmaster

C

an you just imagine how our
school founders would feel if
they were able to be here on earth to
enjoy their dream in action 50 years
later? In 1968, our founders Marilyn
Gatlin and Betty Anderson graduated from the University of South
Florida Master’s program in Gifted
Education under the leadership of
Dr. Dorothy Sisk, who was one of
the original proponents and leaders
of Gifted Education. This was her
first graduate master’s class in gifted
education.
Our founders were poised to
go into the public school system to
help lead the way in implementing a
gifted education program. However,
Dr. Gatlin and Mrs. Anderson had
a different idea because they understood that everyone has gifts that
need to be cherished, nourished and
encouraged. Thus the idea for Independent Day School was planted and
launched to be a gifted education for
all learners. After a short time in a
church basement in Temple Terrace,
they discovered our current location
on Orange Gove Drive, purchased
the land on the east side of the street,
and brought in innovative classrooms which included a Buckminster Fuller Dome concept. Students
attending IDS, in the early years,
often fondly refer to themselves as
the “Domies.”
Over the years since the early
90’s, IDS evolved into our current Orange Grove campus, which
included purchasing the Westside
campus, then moving six years later
on January 18, 2001 into the newly

built middle school. In 2012,
we proudly changed the name
of the school to Corbett Preparatory School of IDS. The change
honored the name of the Corbett
family who so generously supported
the mission of the school and who
continuously values the importance
of making an extraordinarily positive difference in the world. IDS was
retained in the name to honor the
past and our alumni who readily
associate IDS with their childhood
memories and once-in-a-lifetime
experiences that may still remain
significant throughout their lives…
During our 30th anniversary celebration, Marilyn Gatlin and Betty
Anderson returned to feel the glow
of the campus at that time; their joy
was contagious and gratifying as
they marveled at how their dream
turned into a reality beyond their
expectations.
Did you know that the philosophy of the school created by these
visionary founders is still the same?
The difference is that today, thanks
to brain scans and brain-based
research, we know how to better live
the philosophy through strategies,
skills, and knowledge that increase
desired results.
For the past 20 years, we have
also viewed Corbett Prep/IDS as a
“private school with a public purpose” with attention to our children
first, while opening up opportunities
to others locally, nationally and internationally. Over 7500 + educators
have benefitted from this mission
and even our students take pride in

knowing that they have a positive
impact on schools worldwide because of what we do here. Our focus
remains guiding and expecting the
teacher to become a Teacher with a
capital T. We have known for a long
time that regardless of age, gender,
and/or economic status, the Teacher is the most influential person in
achieving student success.
Through the seven components
of the Corbett Prep/IDS M.O.R.E.
Model (Multiple Options for Results
in Education), we work to become
master educators by creating classrooms where teachers combine
lessons that are both joyful and
challenging, lessons that are inspiring, stimulating and productive with
results, and lessons that require a
strong work ethic and ethical behavior…all within a context that unites
nurturing with high standards and
high expectations.
The adoption of what we call an
Olympic Mentality keeps us on the
trajectory of continuous improvement where the “best are always
seeking to be even better.” Some may
call that “ raising the bar.” The title of
our 2003 book, “It’s All About Kids,
Every Child Deserves A Teacher
of the Year,” captures our the message that the best way to reach our
students is to focus on providing
Teachers with the resources and
continuous training to do their job reach kids and make a difference.
This Olympic Mentality theme
has also attracted many opportu-

nities for Corbett Prep including, a
site for modeling and hosting CBCI
(Concept Based Curriculum and
Instruction); a model school for
Kagan Cooperative Learning, a leadership academy for teachers, training
for brain-based communication
and effective strategies for teaching for schools and interns, a host
and pilot for international school
connection and global projects, the
pilot school for the Yale University
Center for Emotional Intelligence
RULER 2 (Four Pillars of Well-being and Contentment) with a focus
on mindfulness and community,
and an International Baccalaureate
School for Primary years and Middle
School. It does sound like a lot while
still focusing on the best strategies
for engaging learners successfully in
all subject areas. But this network
of opportunities support each other

to enhance the level of instruction
beyond imagination because Teachers make it work! And the energy
produced here is contagious from
student to student, Teacher to student
and Teacher to Teacher. All of this is
supported by a staff who want to be
part of making a positive difference in
this world in every way possible.
As you read this 50th Anniversary Corbett Prep Press edition,
note the excitement in learning, the
innovation in implementation, and
the joy that permeates engagement
throughout the articles. These are
only highlights of the moments
that take place throughout the
days, months, years, and decades of
learning and living at Independent
Day School, now Corbett Preparatory School of IDS. One person who
has lived through the evolution of

change for 40 years of the school’s
history is our very own Pam Ripple.
She chooses to retire officially on
August 31.
This is our last Heads’ Letter
together. Pam Ripple has been the
school’s champion, through her
continuous support, fabulous sense
of humor, wisdom and love of kids
including her own granddaughters
who graduated from here. To Pam,
with all of my heart and on behalf
of the entire Corbett Prep community for 40 years, please know
how much we love and respect you
with a standing ovations overflowing with gratitude. May God bless
you throughout all you do in the
same way you have blessed our lives
through your presence.
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TIMELINE
“This school
has grown
far beyond
its founders’
wildest
dreams,”

1972
Faculty, students
and parents
build the dome
for middle
school students

1979
Preschool
program added
Paul Summa
named
headmaster

1976
Ann Knight
named
headmaster

1986
Groundbreaking
for renovations
and expansion
on the east side

Marilyn Gatlin, 2010

1960s

1968
Marilyn Gatlin and
Betty Anderson open
IDS in Temple Terrace Presbyterian
Church

1970s

1970
Jim Bradley
becomes
headmaster
Moves to eight
acres of land
on Orange
Grove Drive
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1980s

1974
Marilyn Gatlin
serves as
interim
headmaster

1984
Dr. Bernie
Haake named
headmaster

1978
IDS earns
accreditation
from FCIS
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1996
Dr. Joyce
Burick
Swarzman
named
headmaster

2001
Middle School
facility opened
on west side of
Orange Grove
Drive, making
the campus 15
acres.

1993
Chuck Toll
named
headmaster

1990s

2009
Authorized as
Earns Promising Practices an IB school
for the
Award from
Primary Years
the National
Programme
Character
Education
Partnership

2010s

2000s

1994
Board buys land
west of Orange
Grove Drive
and rezones for
school use
1991
Beth Macklin
named
headmaster

2004
Selected as
a National
Blue Ribbon
School

2005
Added
PreK3
Grade
program

2003
PreK Through 8
Published It’s
All About Kids:
Every Child Deserves a Teacher
of the Year
th

(813) 961-3087
corbettprep.com
12015 Orange Grove Drive
Tampa, FL 33618

1997
Corbett Hall
(now Gatlin
Hall) built as
multi-purpose
room and
gymnasium
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2007
Authorized as
an IB school
for the
Middle Years
Programme

2012
IDS renamed
Corbett Preparatory
School of IDS to
honor Cornelia Corbett and family;
Gatlin Hall and
Betty Anderson
Room named for
founders Marilyn
Gatlin and Betty
Anderson
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BEHIND THE NAME

Independent Day School Renamed to Honor Corbett
Civic-Mindedness and Vision

A

fter 44 years as Independent
Day School, the picturesque
private school on Orange Grove
Drive received a new name to
honor long-time school leader,
visionary and benefactor Cornelia
Corbett and her family.
“The decision to rename
our school Corbett Preparatory
School of IDS represents our
profound appreciation for Cornelia and Dick Corbett and their
family’s ardent support for IDS
over the past 32 years,” Headmaster Dr. Joyce Burick Swarzman
said in 2012.
The new name was effective
for the 2012-13 school year.
“I am stunned, honored and
humbled by the change of name
for IDS,” Corbett said at the time.
“I am proud that Corbett Prep
represents cutting-edge methods in education and thrives on
drawing out each student’s talent
and ability. IDS is a private school
with a public purpose.”
Corbett’s guidance was
instrumental in moving Independent Day School from a small
independent school to a model
of brain-based research and best
teaching practices. She has been
“the most ardent IDS advocate,
supporting every aspect of the
school with ideas, time, leadership, vision, wisdom and philanthropy,” Board of Trustees President Jim Conlin said when the
announcement was made.
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“IDS has developed into an
innovative model regionally, nationally and internationally,” Conlin said. “Hundreds of educators
learn from visits, observations,
workshops and trainings here
about the benefits and advantages
of the IDS brand and philosophy.”

School founders Marilyn
Gatlin and Betty Anderson had
modeled leadership, vision,
generosity, service and wisdom,
Swarzman told the students. She
also underscored the leadership,
humility and generosity of Cornelia Corbett. The legacy of these
remarkable women endures.

Throughout her life, Corbett
has prioritized the
welfare and education
of children. As early
as 1969, she worked
as a peace officer and
case worker for the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children in New York
City. She first arrived
at IDS as a parent and
volunteer and soon
became a dedicated
board member. For a
decade, she held the
position of President
of the Board of TrustThe 2012 decision to rename the school Corbett Preparatory
ees, charting a path of School of IDS represents profound appreciation for the Corstrength, growth and bett family’s steadfast support and involvement.
excellence.
In addition to changing the
Swarzman met with the
school name, the Board of Trusteighth-grade class on the first
ees honored Gatlin and Anderday of school for the 2012-13
son. Corbett Hall was renamed
school year. As the first students
Gatlin Hall, and the training
to graduate under the name
facility inside the Farish Center
Corbett Prep, the Class of 2013
was named the Betty Anderson
had a unique chance to honor
Room. The new names continue
the past and celebrate the future.
to reflect the gratitude of thouSwarzman encouraged those
sands of students who have benestudents to reflect on the foundafited from their combined passion
tions of IDS and discuss how they
to provide inspiring, engaging
would be models for the future.
experiences in education.
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BOARD

Board of Trustees

C

orbett Prep is governed by a Board of Trustees that
currently consists of voting members along with three
non-voting members: the Parent-Faculty Association president, the Headmaster and the Associate Headmaster.
Trustees have legal and financial responsibilities for
the school, but as trust holders, they have a much deeper
attachment to the school — its mission, students and faculty. Trustees have a profound understanding of the school’s
character and identity, champion it as it is now, and visualize what it can be in the future. Their connection to the
school is deep and personal.

Longtime Board Member Bette Maniscalco, left, and Associate Headmaster
Pam Ripple have shared many laughs during the years.

In 2004, the Board of Trustees honored Bette
Maniscalco for her extraordinary service and commitment to the school. At the time, she had served on
the board for more than 25 years, including as board
president.
“As a trustee, she has been responsible for numerous fundraising events and annual giving campaigns,
which were instrumental to the school’s growth and
development,” the 2004 IDS Press explained. “Maniscalco’s four children, Laura, Michael, Jennifer and
Lisa, attended IDS. She currently chairs the school’s
Alumni Committee. In this position, she recently
coordinated the school’s 35th anniversary celebration,
an effort she has undertaken during previous milestone anniversary years.”
Corbett Prep Press 50th Anniversary Edition

2017-18 Corbett Prep Board of Trustees
Jim Conlin,
President
Cornelia Corbett,
Immediate Past President
Jeff Shannon,
Vice President
Heather Ceresoli,
Treasurer
Stephanie Carey,
Secretary
David Bellini
Jim Clark
Cindy Donovan
Dr. Betty Epanchin, Advisor
Bette Maniscalco
Tammie McFarland, PFA President
Marcie Mueller
Balaji Padmanabhan
Donna Rocco
Scott Rothstein
Stuart Sierra
Dr. Karolyn Snyder
Brooke Soileau-Henning
Chris Tarpley
John Tomlin
Crystal Warwell Walker
Bruce Davies, Trustee Emeritus

“Bette has provided extraordinary service and
leadership to IDS,” Jim Conlin said in 2004. “She has
been continuously devoted to nurturing, protecting
and growing the school’s child-centered philosophy
with deep love, great devotion, boundless generosity,
endless hours and years of modeling and reminded
all that a superior education is All About Kids.”
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PHILOSOPHY IN ACTION
Corbett Prep Celebrates

50 Years

Living the Dreams of Its Founders

M

iddle School students set
out for science in a canoe
to collect samples from the lake
to test water quality. A third- and
fourth-grade economics unit
transforms the field into a startup village as students execute
business plans to sell goods and
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services. PreK3 students study
dancers like Degas and perch by
the pond to paint Monet’s water
lilies, learning about creative
expression as they emulate master
artists.
For 50 years, Corbett Prep has

lived its founders’ dream to create
an educational environment of
unlimited possibilities that would
cultivate the gifts and talents of
every student.
Founders Marilyn Gatlin
and Betty Anderson embraced a
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tional learning provide the foundation
that puts the philosophy into practice.
Educational best
practices and brain
research show that
the school philosophy remains relevant five decades
later, a tribute to the
forward-thinking
Since IDS was founded, teachers have embraced experiential
education that is active and engaging. Lessons appeal to different of Gatlin and Anlearning styles and encourage students to become inquirers.
derson. “Research
has proven Marilyn
philosophy that happy students
Gatlin and Betty Anderson to
– respected as individuals and
be great visionaries,” says Corallowed to fulfill their needs to
bett Prep Headmaster Dr. Joyce
“play, investigate and be themBurick Swarzman.
selves” – were more open to
learning than students who felt
unhappy, tense and fearful at
school.

The Independent Day
School Vision

Though much has changed
since Gatlin and Anderson established their private school in
1968, their values stand strong
today. The abundant teaching
resources, engaging lessons and a
commitment to social and emo-

Gatlin and Anderson founded
Independent Day School while
studying gifted education under
Dr. Dorothy Sisk at the University
of South Florida. Gatlin and Anderson believed that all learners
could benefit from gifted edu-

cation and envisioned an innovative, student-centered school.
Teachers would have freedom to
use research-based instructional
methods, and families would all
feel a sense of belonging.
Independent Day School, or
IDS, opened with 52 students in
fifth through seventh grade in a
Temple Terrace church. Within
two years, the number of grade
levels had doubled and the student body tripled. In 1970, the

Marilyn Gatlin, left, and Betty Anderson
envisioned a student-centered school where
all learners would benefit from a gifted
education.

founders moved IDS to its present-day home in Carrollwood,
a wooded, lakeside campus that
invites students to explore.
Students climbed trees to read
and attended classes in four open
classrooms in a geodesic dome.
Art students dried tie-dyed shirts
at a stone barbeque pit. In science,
students caught tadpoles from the
pond to study.

The beautiful lakeside campus is an extension of the learning environment. Students in the early
days would climb trees to read or gather outside for discussions. Middle School students were
known as “domies” because they attended classes in open classrooms in a geodesic dome.
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Today, the school is known
as Corbett Preparatory School of
IDS, renamed in 2012 to honor
community leaders and school
9

benefactors Cornelia and Dick
Corbett. The dome and other
rustic, round classrooms gave way
to colorful new buildings with
windows placed at a child’s eye
view. The Middle School students
moved across Orange Grove into
a two-story building with their
own gym, athletic fields and
lunchroom, allowing for more
growth on the elementary side.
Educators draw from best
practices and brain-based research to teach more than 500
students in PreK3 through eighth
grade. Hundreds of teachers and
college students visit annually for
workshops, trainings and open
houses. International connections bring students from Spain
and China for short- and longterm visits, and sister schools in
Spain have earned certification in
Corbett Prep teaching methods
known as the M.O.R.E. model.

Abundance of Resources
The M.O.R.E. approach
(Multiple Options for Results in

Education) is a research-based
model for creating a brain-friendly environment that accelerates
the learning process. It includes
methods to increase students’
time on task, address different
learning styles, establish a climate
of dignity and respect and more.
Corbett Prep teachers regularly
return to the M.O.R.E. model
during professional development
trainings.

couragement in the achievement
of success through the exercise of
responsible choice.”
Learning remains active and
engaging. The curriculum is
built around experiential, inquiry-based and reflective learning
that helps students uncover facts,
relationships and truths for themselves.

Corbett Prep prioritizes faculty training to foster a dynamic
learning community and promote
a lifelong learning mentality.
Everything teachers study returns
to the central focus – how to help
students reach their highest potentials.

Experiential Learning
“It is our belief that school
should be interesting and even
exciting,” the founders wrote in
the school philosophy. “Our goal
is to provide a relaxed but stimulating atmosphere wherein each
child feels acceptance and en-

A new aquaponics system, installed in 2018,
provides Middle School students with the opportunity to learn about ecology and engineering as they raise fish and grow plants.

Prekindergarten and kindergarten students, for example, test
life as early American settlers by
learning history in class before

“Our goal is to
provide a relaxed but
stimulating atmosphere
wherein each child
feels acceptance and
encouragement in the
achievement of success
through the exercise of
responsible choice.”
10		
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experiencing it for themselves,
“sailing” to the New World,
churning butter, making candles
and harvesting crops. Middle
School students, meanwhile,
study ecology and apply their
knowledge and problem-solving
skills to manage an aquaponics
system that grows plants for the
school chef.
Hands-on lessons appeal
to different styles of learning
and multiple intelligences and
improve retention and understanding. Physically experiencing lessons helps students better
understand what they learn and
improves their performance in
class, according to a 2015 study in
Psychological Science.

They encourage students to think
about whether their behaviors
are “above the line” or “below the
line.”
In 2015, a partnership with
the Yale University Center for
Emotional Intelligence allowed
Corbett Prep to take these practices a step further with the
RULER (Recognize, Understand,
Label, Express and Regulate
Emotions) program. RULER

which can result in improved
academic performance.
Researchers Corbett Prep
worked with on RULER then
tapped the school to pilot a new
wellbeing curriculum. The Four
Pillars of Wellbeing includes
practicing mindfulness and other
tactics to increase self-awareness.
Teachers gave feedback as to
how the lessons worked in real
classrooms. The lessons are being

Social-Emotional Awareness
Teachers group desks in fours
to encourage cooperative learning among students. When they
need to correct a student’s behavior, they use positive phrasing,
emphasizing what they would
like the student to do rather than
dwelling on the negative action.

School should be interesting and “even exciting,” the founders believed. Visitors comment
on the positive energy of IDS/Corbett Prep.

Pond Day was a tradition for many years that integrated the environment into the curriculum
and encouraged students to make real-life connections. Studies show that students better understand what they learn and perform better in class when they physically experience lessons.

offers research-based methods
to help people identify, process
and manage emotions. Students
collaborate on classroom charters
describing how they want to feel
in school and actions they can
take, individually and collectively,
to create a positive environment
in their classrooms where each
student feels valued. They learn
how to identify their emotions
and shift if they are struggling.
Schools that use RULER
report that they have a healthier
school climate with fewer bullying incidents and distractions,
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revised and rolled out to schools
nationally and worldwide.
Together, the social-emotional efforts build community and
support the Corbett Prep expectation of a positive tone in words
and actions.
Adding RULER and The Four
Pillars of Wellbeing to the curriculum contributes to an environment of dignity and respect
that, when combined with highly
trained teachers and engaging
lessons, further supports Corbett
Prep’s child-centered community.
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E D U C AT O R S L E A V E L E G A C I E S

From Student to Teacher: Alumni Make a
Difference Teaching the Next Generation

W

hen Sammi Borosh looks
out of her classroom at the
sturdy yellow columns flanking
the buildings, she remembers the
time she was asked to design the
school.
When Michael Fields guides
fifth-graders through Savannah,
Ga., he knows he is helping create
lifelong memories like the ones he
has of the same field trip when he
was 10.
It’s a privilege to return to a
place that shaped you as a student
and receive the opportunity to
create that experience for other
children, both teachers say.
Corbett Prep was Independent Day School when Borosh
and Fields attended as elementary
and middle school students. And

Sammi Clark, now Sammi Borosh, stands in front of her kindergarten classroom during her first year at Independent Day School in the 1980s.

although the school has grown,
evolved and changed its name, it
retains the same values and educational philosophy.
“So much of what we used to
be still lingers,” Borosh says.

The special
traditions,
the strong
community
bond and
the unique
approaches
to learning
all factored
into drawing Borosh
and Fields
back to
teach at
their alma
mater.

Borosh started as a kindergartner at IDS in the 1980s after
moving from Ohio. Portables
housed the classrooms at the
time, but IDS had plans for expansion. Students brainstormed
ideas and built cardboard models of how they thought the new
buildings should look. The architects incorporated children’s suggestions, and Borosh remembers
feeling proud that the columns
on the new buildings looked so
much like the paper towel ones
she included on her model.
Years later when she was
studying education, her professor
asked what her ideal classroom
would look like. She envisioned
IDS.

Borosh and her sons cheer on the faculty at the annual Student-Faculty Sports Challenge.
Borosh teaches first and second graders in a multiage class, and she feels privileged to see her
students and her own children learn and grow in Corbett Prep’s supportive environment.
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The way IDS teachers approached education also formed
lasting impressions on Borosh
and Fields when they became
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“So much
of what
we used
to be still
lingers”
Sammi Borosh
teachers themselves. Hands-on,
experiential lessons made learning memorable and entertaining.
Making real “stone soup” after
reading the book just seemed fun
as a student, Borosh says, but now
she and her Corbett Prep team
develop lessons students love that
also rely on brain-based research.

Michael Fields poses with his fifth grade teachers, left to right, Linda Wenzel, Amy Lewis and
Michelle Hill. The same team welcomed him as their colleague when he returned to Corbett
Prep as a fifth-grade teacher in 2016.

Tales for Poetry Coffeehouse
in Middle School. IDS was a
“place of discovery” and how
he learned was as important as
what he learned, says Fields, who
started at IDS as
a first-grader in
1996.

As a student, Michael Fields had a chance to participate in the
popular tradition of Headmaster of the Day and lead the school.

Fields remembers the fifthgrade Civil War re-enactment in
the gym and learning the general
prologue from The Canterbury

IDS gave him the
skills to succeed
and taught him
to work well with
others and think
for himself. Positive
phrasing – encouraging behaviors
instead of focusing
on negatives – set
an supportive tone
that affected how
students interacted
with one another
and established a
respectful classroom.

Fields begins
his third year of
teaching in 2018. A fifth-grade
teacher, Fields loves that he can
draw from his past experiences to
connect with his class today.
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“It’s nice because I can help
the kids through the same things
that I went through,” Fields says.
The teaching partners he
joined his first year were the same
team who taught him in fifth
grade – Linda Wenzel, Amy Lewis and Michelle Hill. Returning to
them, this time as a professional,
felt natural.
Borosh also saw many familiar faces when she returned
to IDS, among the teaching staff
and families. Her first teacher at
IDS was Roberta Lipschutz, who
now has three grandchildren
at Corbett Prep. It makes sense
that many people stay or return,
Borosh says. The same values that
brought Borosh back are what
keep others here.
Now a mother of three herself, Borosh experiences IDS/Corbett Prep in an entirely new way.
She loves watching her children
explore, create and grow in such a
supportive environment: “This is
how school should be.”
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Experienced Educators Thrive in Corbett Prep’s
Innovative Environment

M

Debi Brockmeyer was a
teacher and newlywed in 1981,
but a hiring freeze in the public
schools made it tough for her to
find work. She heard about a job
opening at IDS and was impressed with the school’s out-ofthe-box thinking and creativity.

arilyn Gatlin glanced
out the window of a second-floor classroom and spotted what she called a “charming
sight” – a young woman with
ponytails riding up to school on
her bicycle with an infant in tow.

It was 1969, and teacher
Gery Morey was looking for a
job. Gatlin, meanwhile, needed
a math and science teacher for
the growing school she and Betty
Anderson had opened the year
before. Morey had experience.
She was willing to take a chance
on Independent Day School.
Nine years later, Pam Ripple
arrived. Ripple had taught and
subbed in the public schools, but
in 1978 was still looking for the
right fit. She knew Paul Summa, Assistant Head at IDS, and
decided to meet with him about
a possible job. Their conversation
about IDS left her excited to come
on board.

Kathy Folen and Gery Morey enjoy one of the
first Wolfcreek excursions in the 1980s.

In 1980, Kathy Folen was
new to Florida, coming from
Baltimore where she worked
with a wilderness program for
pre-adjudicated girls. Before that,
she ran the physical education
department at a boarding school
in Pennsylvania. How did she
feel about becoming the lone PE
teacher with no equipment? She’d
give it a try.

Decades have passed since
Morey, Ripple, Folen and Brockmeyer first visited IDS. Now it
is difficult to imagine the school
without them.
These four women are integral parts of the Independent Day
School and Corbett Prep family
as they helped shape the development of the school, its curriculum
and its traditions. Hundreds of
students have benefited from time
with them during their years of
service.
Devoted educators, they
stayed because they love the
school, love their jobs and love
the innovative approach to education that the school’s mission
prioritizes.
“We have the flexibility to
grow, and we feel supported and
encouraged,” Ripple says.
Morey, a Middle School science teacher, captured her sense
of wonder about IDS in a book
she wrote in 2011 filled with anecdotes and photos of the campus
and school.

Debi Brockmeyer came to IDS in 1981 because it aligned with her philosophy of education.
She appreciates the administration’s support for innovative teaching methods, knowing that
she has the freedom to do what is best for the students.
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“Ever since its doors opened
in 1968, IDS has been a magical
place,” Morey said in 2011. “It was
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founded on the clear, simple principle that school is a place where
kids should come first, and it has
remained true to this philosophy
throughout its history.”

Brockmeyer came to Corbett
Prep because it fit with her philosophy of education. “I stayed,”
she says, “because of the freedom
to do what’s best for kids.”

The philosophy encourages
teachers to try new strategies
and develop lessons that both
challenge and engage students in
joyful ways. Teachers appreciate
the uniqueness of each learner
and incorporate hands-on activities into their lessons to appeal to
different learning styles.

Folen said beginning with
so little in the 1980s allowed her
constantly to pursue new ideas.
She attended conferences that
taught her how students learn
through play and returned with
ideas that IDS craftsman Harry
Gundaker helped her implement,
building a climbing wall, monkey
bars and uneven bars so she could
find more
opportunities
for physical
activity.

She also
invented her
own games,
creating
Matball as an
alternative
to kickball
to maximize
participation. Now the
indoor game
The former administrative team, left to right, Pam Barfield, Pam Ripple, is so beloved
Jo Anne Mason and Joyce Swarzman pause from work in this 1998 phothat alumni
to. Ripple likes that her job lets her connect with teachers and students.
return to play
and students
Brockmeyer, who teaches the
sign up for sessions at CAMP
first- and second-grade multiage
IDS.
“Cool Cats,” says she feels free to
find the resources to do what she
An “aha” moment convinced
thinks is best to help her classes
Folen to stay at IDS for the long
learn. One of the projects closest
haul: “All of a sudden, I thought,
to her heart, the Safari Store, has
‘This is where you have the powturned into a tradition that now
er. This is where you can make
involves the entire first and secamazing things happen with kids.
ond grades. It combines economThis is where you can make a
ics and math with community
difference.’”
service as students host a shop
for classmates and raise money to
All long-time faculty memhelp animals.
bers at IDS/Corbett Prep have
seen their jobs evolve and change
Corbett Prep Press 50th Anniversary Edition

throughout the years, one of the
benefits of a lengthy career at the
school. The emphasis on professional development keeps teachers and administrators sharp,
says Ripple, who taught math and
science in several grades before
moving to administration.
Associate Headmaster for
decades, Ripple says she enjoys
the opportunity to work with
teachers in different ways while
remaining connected with students. And she is always learning,
whether she is working on new
educational initiatives or overseeing campus redevelopment.
One of the highlights of her
time at IDS was working with
architects on the extensive renovation in the 1980s, which also
provided an engaging learning
opportunity for students. Students contributed ideas for and
designed models of how they
thought the new classrooms
should look. Some suggestions
were too far-fetched: licorice-flavored wallpaper and chutes carrying students to different buildings. But other ideas wound up
in the final design, such as lofts,
small stages and low windows
and play sinks in the PreK rooms.
Ripple has also had the
chance to experience Corbett
Prep and IDS in another light as a
grandmother of two alumnae. She
saw for herself how teachers’ hard
work paid off in the classroom for
her granddaughters and all the
other students.
“I loved seeing what I knew
the school could offer them, and
how they flourished here,” Ripple
says.
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ARTS

Fine Arts Shines Spotlight
on Confidence and Creativity

T

iny PreK3 students stand with
confidence to sing before a
packed house at Grandparents’
Day. Middle School students
secure themselves into harnesses
to fly around the stage and tap
dance upside down in Mary Poppins. Fifth-graders arrive early to
school to learn new instruments
in Beginning Band. Primary
students radiate energy and joy as
they leap and twirl in the Primary Dance Recital. Guests weave
through museum-style displays
of sculptures, photography,
paintings and sketches at
the annual art show.

Dancers. Fourth-graders put on
the play Of Mice and Mozart.
The newly formed division also
planned a “memory-making”
event for Grandparents’ Day, the
start of a beloved tradition.
Today, music, dance, visual
arts and theatre are woven into
the Corbett Prep experience,
backed by research that shows
how the arts support and enhance the entire learning process.
Students of the arts have demon-

and confidence both inside and
outside classrooms. Music classes
foster a love of the art as students
explore making music in a variety
of ways as they learn the fundamentals of vocal and instrumental
music. Visual art classes integrate
academics with personal creativity. Students hone technical skills
while learning about art appreciation and understanding the social
and cultural significance of different types and genres of artwork.

Drama and dance promote creative movement,
connect to subject areas
and build confidence.
The Fine Arts program
When students share the
at Corbett Prep gives every
stage or work together on
student the chance to
performances, they learn
showcase his or her talents
about teamwork and workin studios and on stages big
ing toward common goals.
and small.
Performances challenge
them to push past their
The school formalized
comfort zones as they gain
its commitment to the arts
valuable public speaking
by establishing the Fine
experience and develop an
Arts Division in 1996.
appreciation for theatre.
“This team provides added Ryan Foust, center, performs in the 2016 Warriors’ Pride Production Technical theatre experienergy and quality to the
of Annie. Ryan used this song in an audition that led to him landing ence in lighting, sound and
the
title role in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory on Broadway.
reputation that our music
stage management develand art programs already
ops STEM, organizational
strated improved brain function,
enjoy,” according to the 1996 IDS
and leadership skills.
Press.
higher test scores and increased
problem solving and critical
Corbett Prep Fine Arts teachIn its first year, the division
thinking skills.
ers hope these experiences build
included the visual arts and
transferable skills of self-discimusic. In addition to regular arts
Students have a multitude
pline, communication, mutual
classes, IDS had an Intermediate
of opportunities for self-expresrespect, presence, confidence and
School Chorus, Primary Singers,
sion through the arts at Corbett
risk-taking that will serve them
Middle School Vocal Ensemble,
Prep, and performance experiwell throughout their lives in any
IDS Band and IDS Flamenco
ences help build stage presence
field they choose to pursue.
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AT H L E T I C S

Athletics Program Brings Success, Opportunity

B

efore the air-conditioned
gyms, the Middle School
field, the digital scoreboards and
the crisp uniforms, IDS sports
took place on a patch of grass
riddled with cypress knots, where
balls splashed into the lake and
the neighbor’s dog occasionally
ran off with the field cones.
The first athletic team was
co-ed softball, followed by cross
country. The campus was undeveloped enough at the time for
IDS to host cross country meets,
with runners racing on trails
carved in the woods around the
classrooms.

While the athletes always
strive for success, Corbett Prep
coaches commit to an inclusive
program where everyone who
wants to play has an opportunity.
As a result, the majority of Middle School students join at least
one team.

Coaches create a positive
experience that emphasizes
physical fitness, personal growth,
teamwork and meeting students’
personal goals. The program
combines age-appropriate physical education with a variety of
developmental, intramural and
competitive sports that meets the
needs of all students.

Coach Kathy Folen stands with the 1986 IDS softball team.
In 2017-18, Corbett Prep offered 12 sports with soccer, basketball and track and field winning league championships.

Today, Corbett Prep athletics
is an extensive year-round program that balances teamwork with
competition. Students in fourth
through eighth grade participate
in one or more of the 21 teams in
12 sports. In 2017-18, soccer, basketball and track and field all won
league championships.

All students in
PreK3 through eighth
grade participate in
physical education. Developmental sports are
available after school
for all students through
After-School Activities
as well as the Community School for Sports.
Skill development and
camaraderie are the
focus, and options include competitive team
sports for students as
young as first grade.

Intermediate and Middle
School students are encouraged to
join after-school sports programs
as well. Corbett Prep is a member
of the Florida West Coast League.
In the fall, teams include soccer,
cross country and volleyball. In
the winter, students participate in
basketball, track and field, wres-
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Coaches commit to an inclusive athletics program, and the majority of Middle
School students join at least one team.

tling and cheerleading. And in
the spring, students play baseball,
softball, tennis and flag football.
“What makes the sports program special is that all students
wishing to participate in a sport
may do so,” Coach Kathy Folen
said in the Spring 2002 IDS Press.
“All that is required is a strong
commitment on the part of the
student to practice and work
hard.”

Corbett Prep athletics is an extensive yearround program that balances teamwork
with competition.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Multidimensional Approach to International
Education Makes a World of Difference

A

global perspective is vital
for students as the world
becomes more and more interconnected.

gramme and the newly revived
International School Connection,
Corbett Prep is opening up the
world to its students.

Technology can produce live
feeds of world events and allow
people from different countries
to speak face-to-face from their
homes. But fostering a sense of

Spain and China Study
Programs
The school cultivates ties with
other schools
in Spain and
China, arranging for students to take
classes with
Corbett Prep
students for
weeks, months
and occasionally longer.

The visiting students
improve their
English-speaking skills and
learn more
The International School Connection facilitated a relationship between
about
Florida
IDS and a school in Sweden. Students met in person in Sweden in 2010.
and the United
States. Corinternational-mindedness requires
bett Prep students hear firsthand
a more comprehensive effort that
about their guests’ lives, experiCorbett Prep is making for its
ences and traditions in their nastudents.
tive countries. Families volunteer
to host children in their homes in
Corbett Prep strives to deliver
a valuable cultural exchange.
a multicultural education, teaching
students to think internationally to
Although the Chinese study
prepare for the future.
program is just a few years old,
Corbett Prep has enjoyed a longThrough student visits, the
standing relationship with several
International Baccalaureate Proschools in Spain that includes
18		

training programs as well as student trips.

Spain’s Colegios Ramón y
Cajal (CRC) has become a sister school, sending students to
Corbett Prep annually and welcoming groups from Tampa in
return each spring for a study
tour. CRC and Corbett Prep first
connected when Paloma Sanz,
whose grandfather founded the
prestigious family-owned school
in Madrid, visited Tampa to learn
about teaching strategies and the
M.O.R.E. Model (Multiple Options for Results in Education)
for increasing student achievement. Since then, several groups
of Spanish teachers have visited
Corbett Prep, and Headmaster
Dr. Joyce Burick Swarzman has
trained faculty and staff at more
than 20 schools in Spain.

Four Chinese college students visited in
2006 to shadow IDS teachers and to teach
students about Chinese culture and participate in special events.
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Headmaster Dr. Joyce Burick Swarzman shared the research-based
M.O.R.E. Model before an international audience at a 2018 education
symposium in China.

In March 2018, Swarzman
brought the M.O.R.E. Model to
China, where she was a featured
speaker at the Chengdu Sino-US
K-12 Education Symposium.

ISC Global Network
More international relationships are likely with the resurgence of the International School
Connection (ISC), a network of
educators worldwide who aim to
advance global education.

traveled to
Sweden in 2010
to attend the
ISC Water Wise
Conference.
Students from
nine countries
and six continents explored
together the
issue of water resources
as well as the
importance of
international
youth leadership and cooperation.

		 Retirements and leadership changes put the ISC on
hold for six years, but the group
has reorganized and will launch
new programs and services in
2018. Corbett Prep will serve as
its flagship school, “because of its
rising prominence as an international beacon of innovation,
systemic thinking among the staff
and global learning activities for
students,” according to the ISC
website.

Corbett Prep, as Independent Day School, had worked
closely with the ISC when it
operated previously in the
1990s and early 2000s. Through
the ISC, IDS Middle School
teachers began collaborating
with Vasa Real Middle School
in Stockholm, Sweden. Teachers
in both countries came up with
topics for students to discuss,
such as books and environmental issues, and students videoconferenced monthly to share
their perspectives.
Nine IDS Middle School
students and three teachers

IDS/Corbett Prep students and students from sister school Colegios Ramón y Cajal in Madrid visit
each other’s schools for study tours annually.
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International Baccalaureate
Education
Developing a global perspective can occur at home as well as
abroad. Corbett Prep offers two
International Baccalaureate Programmes, one for Primary Years
and one for Middle Years, which
share a focus on international
mindedness.
IB provides an academic
framework that, according to its
mission statement, seeks to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and
caring students who seek to help
create a better and more peaceful
world through understanding and
respect.
Integrating IB into the Corbett Prep learning environment
provides an opportunity to
combine an international perspective and inquiry approach to
education. All IB Programmes
also require students to complete
a culminating project that showcases the knowledge, understanding and skills they have gained.
Students in fifth and eighth grade
choose causes to research and
share with others to examine how
they can make a difference in the
world.
The multidimensional approach to international education
at Corbett Prep provides students
with many ways to discover more
about their world. Finding and
appreciating commonalities and
differences leads to greater cultural understanding and open-mindedness, important personal attributes in an increasingly global
age.
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PA R E N T S

Parent Involvement Builds Community

H

urricane Irma left Corbett
Prep buried under tree and
plant debris after it skirted Tampa Bay in September 2017. The
school closed for several days
as the area regained power and
residents who had evacuated
returned. And although many
families had plenty to clean and
repair at their own houses, dozens arrived at Corbett Prep in the
wake of the storm, ready to work.
The outpouring of support
was a blessing that allowed the
school to reopen more quickly
than it otherwise could have.
But IDS/Corbett Prep has always
attracted families who are willing
to pitch in and work together
to ensure the school has what
it needs, whether it is physical
labor, classroom help, community builders or financial support.

initatives. Families donated fencing and security systems, paved
muddy walkways and volunteered
on “Community Days” to clean up
the grounds and repair equipment.

aging a lunch program for more
than 400 students that became so
successful that the school hired
a catering team and professional
chef.

Volunteers at one of the first IDS golf tournaments welcome guests at the annual fundraiser.
The Kids’ Classic Golf Tournament marks its 24th
year in 2018-19.

When the community felt
fragile after the Sept. 11 attacks,
parents stepped forward to revive
the school’s old Oktoberfest tradition in a new way. The Spring
2002 IDS Press wrote that the
PFA wanted to give “its families
and school community the opportunity to unite – to let sorrow
and uncertainty take a backseat
while children, parents, teachers and friends celebrated being
together.”

When schools across the country were beginning to go online,
a father urged IDS to participate
in “Net Day” 1996. He brought a
crew and other dads to volunteer
to dig ditches and lay cable
to wire the school for Internet access.

Parents also organized into
the Parent Support Group
– later, the Parent-Faculty
Association (PFA) – to coordinate homeroom parents, oversee gift wrap sales,
wash cars, flip pancakes and
host family fun days. They
Committee chairs celebrate their hard work at the 2014 planned the Kids’ Classic
Big Event, which raised thousands for technology.
Golf Tournament and the
evenings out at Copacabana,
In 1972, parents helped build
Ragtime, Surf City and now, the
Big Event.
the Dome, an iconic structure on
campus, for middle school stuIn the 1990s, parents provided
dents. During the decades that
twice-weekly
hot lunches. By the
followed, parents would bring
early 2000s, the PFA was manmany other improvements and
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Corbett Prep continues to
hold an annual Fall Festival today,
one of the many fundraisers,
“friend” raisers and “fun” raisers”
the active PFA organizes throughout the year in addition to regular
volunteering in the classrooms.
The biggest fundraiser, theadult-only Big Event, has grown
into an impressive “party with a
purpose,” raising tens of thousands of dollars for technology to
benefit the students.
In any form, Corbett Prep
parental support is invaluable,
building community and setting
positive examples.
“We serve as a model for
our children,” Janet Stewart, a
past PFA president, said in 2002.
“When they see us volunteering,
that serves as an example that
they can carry throughout their
lives.”
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COMMUNITY

Corbett Prep Community Programs Open to All

S

top by Corbett Prep on an
evening, weekend or summer
day, and you may think school is
still in session.
Spectators cheer on basketball
teams playing tournaments in
the gym. Singers gather around
pianos to practice recital pieces,
while music pulses in the dance
room for hip hop students to try
new moves. On hot July days,
students paddle canoes across the
lake and launch model rockets
from the Middle School field.
Corbett Prep has established
several programs that provide opportunities for students from all

Sports (CSS)
allow others to
benefit from
Corbett Prep’s
vast network
of educators, coaches
and resident
artists. Students from any
school enroll
in classes,
appear in
performances
and compete
in team sports
through these
two programs.

The Community School of the Arts allows students from all over Tampa
Bay to learn art, dance, music and drama.

CAMP IDS and
the Community
Schools allow hundreds of students to
enjoy the resources
Corbett Prep has to
offer.
CAMP IDS: Where
Everyone Has a Great
Time!

In the 1980s, IDS
offered a modest summer camp. Kathy Folen and Debi Brockmeyer organized arts
Dynamic camp counselors, such as this 2010 team, are as imand crafts, games
portant to CAMP IDS as its programs. Most attended IDS or
and field trips during
camp, and all receive training before camp begins.
a day camp. Gery
over Tampa Bay. CAMP IDS ofMorey
taught
marine biology and
fers more than 100 half- and fullcomputer programming. And
day camps for students in PreK3
physical education coaches ran
through high school during the
sports camps focusing on softball,
summer. Year round, the Combasketball and football.
munity School of the Arts (CSA)
and Community School for
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CAMP IDS in its current
form took off in 1997, organizing full- and half-day camps in
sports, fine arts, academics, recreation and field trips. The oneweek sessions were “an exciting
variety of enriching programs for
our IDS students as well as those
in the community,” according to
the announcement that spring.
“The setting is beautiful, perfect
for a terrific summer experience.”
By 2002, CAMP IDS had
expanded to 55 full- and half-day
sessions. “The wide selection of
mini-camps exposes children to
new things, things they might not
normally know about and offers
them an opportunity to expand
their interests,” then-assistant
camp coordinator Marie Massara
said in the Spring 2002 IDS Press.
“It’s just a good, upbeat and exciting time.”
Now the camp program has
doubled its sessions, welcoming
21

more than 1,000 campers in 2018
– record numbers. Musical theatre camps produce high quality
performances in just two weeks.
Students race drones, conduct
science experiments, learn languages, play instruments, cook
gourmet meals and more. But the
energy and excitement remains
the same as in the early days. Dynamic camp counselors approach
their jobs with enthusiasm, and
campers respond in kind.
“Our highly trained teachers
and experienced camp counselors
love what they do,” CAMP IDS
Co-director Stephen Shoe said
in 2012. “That fun
and positive attitude
permeates the entire
camp.”

2004. “We bring both vocal and
instrumental musical arts to life
through lessons, performance
opportunities and exposure to
professional concerts on campus
throughout the year.”
The music school grew quickly to encompass all of the arts,
eventually adding private, pair and
group lessons in dance, visual arts,
drama and musical theatre. Any
student, regardless of where they
attend school, may enroll. Students
can also sign up for innovative
seminars with professionals in the
field and enjoy numerous performing opportunities.

CSA students develop creativity, self confidence, self discipline
and a positive work ethic as they participate in arts programs.

During its first year
in 2004, the Community School
of the Arts focused solely on music, bringing together “a faculty
that includes some of the Tampa
area’s most accomplished, professional musicians providing the
highest quality music instruction
available.”
“The IDS Community Music
School is a place where musicians
of all ages can grow,” Tom McColley, program director, said in
22		

Community School for Sports
Student athletes can build
on their skills in a positive and
goal-oriented environment
through the Community School
for Sports (CSS) program at Corbett Prep.
The youth sports program began in 2015 and is open to students
in PreK4 through high school,
regardless of where they attend
school. CSS incorporates different opportunities such as skills
trainings, inter-club scrimmages,
competitive teams and open tournaments to expand its reach into
the greater Tampa area.

CAMP IDS
provides extraordinary experiences in
sports, academics,
recreation, STEAM
and field trips in an
exciting and supportive environment.
Community School
of the Arts: Discover Your Creative
Genius

As students play their way
through CSA’s vibrant curriculum, students develop creativity,
self-confidence, self-discipline,
perseverance and a positive work
ethic through pride in a job well
done. The learning environment
provides a prime place for students
of all ages to “discover their creative genius.”

The Community School of the
Arts (CSA) has produced up to
three separate musicals a year, featuring elementary, middle school
and high school actors. A spring
dance recital showcases solo and
groups in ballet, jazz, tap, hip hop
and more. Music recitals twice a
year allow students to demonstrate
their progress in front of small
groups.

A cornerstone of its program
is the Ultimate Warriors Basketball
Academy, which provides powerful
instruction aligned with national
and international standards for
teaching youth basketball. The
academy is affiliated with the Jr.

The Ultimate Warriors Basketball Academy,
affiliated with the Jr. NBA, is one of many
youth sports offered through CSS at Corbett
Prep.
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NBA, and coaches hold a certification from USA basketball as well as
participate in continuous training.
The basketball program
creates a fun environment that
encourages players to both stretch
and refine their skills. It includes
skill development training,
mini-basketball leagues, summer
camps, tournaments and competitive teams. Students also participate in community service as part
of a social commitment.
CSS offers a variety of other
sports instruction in addition
to basketball. Depending on the
season, students can sign up

TRAINING

for track club, baseball
clinics, volleyball skill
development, yoga,
street hockey and more.
Professionally
trained or certified
coaches oversee the
instruction. Coaches
understand mistakes
are part of learning and
encourage students to
embrace the challenges
they face. They emphasize leadership, effort,
sportsmanship and, of
course, fun as they
support students who
strive to improve.

CAMP IDS today offers more than 100 half- and full-day
camps for students in PreK3 through high school. In 2018,
enrollment surpassed 1,000 students for the summer.

A Private School with a Public Purpose

the University of South Florida
College of Education to train in
brain-based teaching methods and
effective verbal skills. The school
also hosts the Florida Council of
Independent Schools Academy
for High Performing Educators.
Teachers interested in cooperative
learning observe classrooms during
Kagan Open Houses to see Kagan
structures in action and attend professional development workshops.

New and experienced educators from Florida and beyond visit Corbett Prep annually to participate in training sessions, conferences, workshops and academic open houses.

S

everal times a year, Corbett
Prep opens its doors to new
and experienced educators who
wish to see firsthand how teachers
can create a joyful, brain-friendly
environment.

Thousands of teachers have
visited the campus for academic
open houses, training sessions,
conferences and workshops.
Each year, Corbett Prep
invites honors students from
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The school attracts attention
internationally as well. Teachers
from Spain, China and Colombia
tour the school, work with Corbett
Prep teachers and learn about the
M.O.R.E. model, research-based
educational practices.
As a “private school with a public purpose,” Corbett Prep remains
committed to and passionate about
sharing its learning community
with educators from Florida and
beyond.
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2017-18 YEAR IN REVIEW
A A solar eclipse on the first day of school provides unique learning opportunities for tracking data in Middle School. B
The Physical Education team teaches Upper Primary about wellness through active games. C Concentration is key when
conducting experiments in Middle School science. D PreK3 students explore how their senses function by asking questions
about what light does in a dark tent. E Eighth graders present a series of skits examining character strengths and virtues
in a humorous and heartfelt manner. F PreK4 students sign their names as they prepare to board the Mayflower for the
“Living Thanksgiving” with kindergarten. G Fifth-graders watch American history come alive during their annual trip to
Savannah and Fort Sumter. H Middle School Community Service Days offer numerous opportunities for student advisory groups to make a difference. I After an undefeated regular season, the varsity soccer team dominates the Florida West
Coast League tournament and earned the title of league champions.
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YEAR IN REVIEW
A Headmaster of the Day DaNia Brooks, seventh grade, started the new year with a successful assembly. B Kindergartners
dress as the employees and residents of “Frogtown,” a community they designed. C Three second-graders gain the chance
to compete in the schoolwide Spelling Bee after winning the Upper Primary competition. D Headmaster of the Day Erin
Turkel, a fourth-grader, greets PreK3 students after speaking to the entire school. E Volleyball players psyche themselves up
for a great game in the Student-Faculty Sports Challenge. F Headmaster of the Day Gabriella Caplan represents first-graders with poise as a school leader. G Poetry Coffeehouse helps students understand poetry by performing classic and
original poems of their choice. H The third-grade Spirit of IDS Chorus sings at Fine Arts Night, where every student in the
school performs. I After hours of competition, the schoolwide Spelling Bee finalists celebrate their hard work before facing
each other again in the Spell Off.
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YEAR IN REVIEW
A Corbett Prep students place fourth nationally in the online math competition Matific, earning personal congratulations from a Matific representative. B Seventh-graders reflect on the challenges they met at Wolfcreek, a junior Outward
Bound program in the mountains. C Sixth-grader Carlos Pasquotto wins the school Spelling Bee Spell-Off and progresses
to the Scripps National Bee in Washington, D.C. D The Primary Dance Recital allows PreK3-2nd grade students to express themselves through creative choreography learned in Drama/Dance class. E Fourth- and fifth-graders in Warriors’
Pride Chorus colorfully entertain audiences in Seussical. F The Middle School math team grins under piles of pie after the
pie-throwing competition that completes another successful Pi Day. G The boys’ basketball team celebrates winning the
2018 Florida West Coast League Championship. H Middle School Geography Bee finalists relax after a rigorous competition. I Older students ensure their younger buddies enjoy the many activities at the annual Field Day.
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YEAR IN REVIEW
A Middle School Musical Theatre is ready to rock with four performances of its spring show, Camp Rock. B The fifth

grade Exhibition project and performance brings together everything students have learned in the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme. C The second annual STEAM Symposium showcases student innovation in fifth through
eighth grade. D Eighth-grader Bianca de Quesada’s documentary Does My Vote Count? was one of 150 winners nationally
in C-SPAN’s annual StudentCam competition. E Nineteen Middle School students choose to take the College SAT or ACT
for the Duke TIP 7th Grade Talent Search. F Third- and fourth-graders exercise their economics knowledge by planning
and running businesses at the Bizarre Bazaar. G The Class of 2018 shares their wishes for others during the traditional endof-year Candlelight Ceremony. H First- and second-graders act out a story about Heifer International that explains how
their $1,500 donation to the nonprofit organization will benefit families worldwide.
Corbett Prep Press 50th Anniversary Edition
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50 YEARS OF IDS/CORBETT PREP

Traditions That Endure

T

raditions build community and shape a school’s
culture.

Corbett Prep balances tradition with innovation,
and even the most beloved traditions undergo changes
to include new ideas, technologies or research. But students enjoy knowing they can count on special rituals,

class privileges and educational explorations that occur
annually or are unique to certain grade levels. Alumni
look back fondly at their shared experiences.
Here are the stories behind some of the best known
traditions at IDS/Corbett Prep:

Multiage Classrooms
Butterfly Release

The Multiage Brilliant Bugs class begins every school year with a
magical tradition. First- and second-graders make wishes for the
school year on butterflies and release them. “Our own wish for
these students is that they be like butterflies,” teacher Jen Jones
said in the 2002 IDS Press. “Ready to take flight and soar.”

Headmaster of the Day

The leadership privilege Headmaster of the Day goes back
to May 1998 with first-grader
Brian Waksman. A golf cart
took him to classes, where he
addressed each grade level with
his policies, including canceling homework. The October
1998 IDS Press read: “After a
long day of service, he commented, ‘Being a headmaster is
a tough job!’ He still says it was
one of his highlights at IDS.”

Families in first through fourth
grade can choose from traditional, single-grade classes or
multiage options that combine
either first and second grade
or third and fourth. Students
remain in the same multiage
classes for two years, working
with older role models the
first year and strengthening
leadership skills the next. In
2001, teachers in the “Top
Dog” multiage class said as
well as academic mentoring,
their first- and second-graders
“experience another type of
learning – one that strengthens
their empathetic and sensitive
side.”

First-Day WOWs

School begins with “WOWs,” special activities teachers plan to
help classes bond and ignite enthusiasm for the year. Classes
launch model rockets, plant flowers, complete team challenges
and more. “Yes, these activities are meant to be fun,” stated a 2012
news release on the WOWs, “but they are developed from brainbased research that identifies and promotes the gifts and talents of
every learner.”
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Wolfcreek

With minimal supplies, seventh graders arrive
in the mountains and form new bonds as they
overcome fears and learn to rely on one another.
“I have learned a great many things here at Wolfcreek,” a student wrote in 1989. “I have learned
to cooperate with others and to share with them.
I have learned to conserve more. I also learned
how to handle responsibility.” Wolfcreek, a
tradition of about 30 years, is now part of Middle
School’s New Horizons week, which includes
a sixth-grade outdoor education trip and an
eighth-grade journey to Washington, D.C.

Class Names

Imaginative class names on the east side of campus – PreK3 Flower Patch, PreK4 Beach Buddies,
Kindergarten Frogs and more – establish a sense
of family and community. “Cool Cats” teacher
Debi Brockmeyer explained in 2006 that class
names provide a sense of belonging and build self
esteem: “Where there is a feeling of community,
students are more willing to trust each other,
cooperate and share ideas. Then the stage is set
for learning and for student success.”

Middle School Retreat

The first Middle School Retreat
occurred in August 2000. The
goal, Headmaster Dr. Joyce
Burick Swarzman said in the
Fall 2000 IDS Press, was “to
create high expectations for
learning and interacting with
each other in a way that promotes dignity and respect for
all” and build “a strong learning community that honors the
rights of all learners to excel.”

Warrior Mascot

The Warrior became the IDS mascot in homage
to former Headmaster Paul Summa’s alma mater
– the Chamberlain Chiefs. In 2012, Headmaster
Dr. Joyce Burick Swarzman said that the Warrior reflects IDS/Corbett Prep values well. “The
Corbett Prep Warrior is strong, brave, courageous, heroic and valiant. It protects kindness,
caring, justice, human potential, the rights of
all, decency, peace, harmony, compassion and
cooperation.”
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Poetry Coffeehouse

Merging performance with poetry has made
the Corbett Prep Poetry Coffeehouse special for
nearly 20 years. “While recitation of poetry is
great for experience, to actually perform poetry
is taking the poem to a different level,” English
teacher Michael Vokoun said in 2011. “Performance requires a deeper knowledge of the poem
and its meaning in order to allow for individual
interpretations.” While the poetry coffeehouse
is an academic endeavor, it is also a lesson in
risk-taking, empathy and cooperation.
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Living Thanksgiving

PreK and kindergarten students act out life as early American
settlers in a tradition that embraces Dr. Howard Gardner’s theory of
multiple intelligences. The 2004 IDS Press described Living Thanksgiving this way: “To involve the verbal linguistic intelligence, they
read stories about Pilgrim life and wrote in journals. Working with
wood, planting a garden and learning Thanksgiving songs appealed
to the naturalist and musical rhythm intelligences. And all outdoor
activities, such as building, sawing, fishing and washing involved
the kinesthetic intelligence.”

Young Authors’ Day

Young Authors’ Day promotes
a love of reading and writing
for all grades. Authors visit to
share with students their experiences and advice, and older
students work with younger
ones on storytelling. “Some
students have a natural love of
reading and writing,” Director
of Studies Linda Wenzel said
in the 2004 IDS Press. “Others
are just beginning to make
this discovery. We wanted to
open the door to new ways of
looking at reading and writing
for everyone through a fun and
focused day.”
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Monitoring Lake Lipsey

For more than 20 years, IDS/
Corbett Prep students have
participated in LAKEWATCH,
a lake-monitoring program
that provides a lesson in
science that benefits the environment. Running tests on
water quality and tracking data
provides hands-on experience
and furthers understanding of
water quality and the aquifer
system. “Experiencing nature’s
classroom after studying an environmental unit in a school’s
classroom creates a love of
learning and the personal connection to the knowledge that
accelerates education,” a 2012
news release stated.

Student-Faculty Sports Challenge

In 2013, Coach Rob Heller described the annual night of camaraderie and family fun as the “epitome of the supportive relationships
among the teachers, students and parents.” Teachers and coaches
provide encouragement and support to students in and out of the
classroom. A strong student-teacher team builds confidence and
trust.
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PreK3 Art

The youngest students at Corbett Prep emulate
the styles of master artists during this annual
creative expressions unit, and teachers arrange
their sculptures, paintings, sketches and photos
in their very own gallery. A 2013 news release
explained: “By imitating the diverse styles of master artists, the students learn that there are many
forms of art, that thoughts and feelings can be
expressed through art, and that personal experience may influence the creation and interpretation of art.”

Egg Drop
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For decades, Corbett Prep and IDS students have
“scrambled” to the top of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers stadium for a science experiment that
brings together force, motion and engineering
concepts. The annual egg drop, first held at Houlihan Stadium, challenges Middle School students
to design a container that uses household items
to protect the egg from a high fall. The egg drop
“always produces highly innovative ideas,” says
the 2002 IDS Press.

The Gift of a Corbett Prep

E D U C AT I O N
Corbett Prep Press

The school publication the IDS
Press began in November 1996
with Board Member Cindy
Donovan as editor for its first
four years. The 6-page initial
issue included announcements,
updates from different divisions and even trivia, asking
readers which student had attended IDS the longest, which
staff members had children
enrolled and who lives closest
to the school.

Bigs and Littles

IDS/Corbett Prep cultivates connections between
older and younger students. In 2000, the “Kinderbuddies” program linked Middle School classes with kindergarten students. A 2000 IDS Press
article stated: “Middle School Division leader and
teacher Betty George encourages this experience
as another opportunity for students to strengthen their ability to care for each other.” Today,
Field Day, Our World Day and class visits build
relationships among older and younger students,
benefiting all socially and academically.
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International Day

Now known as Our World Day, this global festival highlights the diversity in students’ backgrounds. Presentations “created an international
kaleidoscope of music, dance, poetry, dress,
games and ideas that involved every grade level
and division,” according to a 2011 news release.
“As a school, we continually create opportunities
for students to grow in international mindedness,” Middle School English teacher Jennifer
Jagdmann said in 2011. “It’s an environment
that helps students grow in their appreciation
for other cultures and as global citizens.”
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